Preparing for Templating
Important: Please ensure the following checklist is reviewed and any outstanding work
or action is completed before the worktop surveyor arrives. This will ensure the template
is not aborted at your cost.

1. Please ensure visitors parking permits / suitable parking provisions are made available
for the Surveyor and Installer. Please let us know if you require the vehicle registration
number for parking permits. Please allow approx. 3hrs for templating and up to 5 hours
for installation.
2. Please ensure there is power available on site.
3. Please ensure all plastering work to walls is complete and dry.
4. Please ensure floor is suitable to walk on i.e. no floor tiling taking place in the survey
area.
5. Please ensure you have made plans to be present for the full duration of the template.
Alternatively, you can nominate a person to represent you, however this person must
have full knowledge of your worktop specification or must be able to contact you by
phone during the template to confirm specification and subsequently relay the
information to the Surveyor. Please note, it is not the Surveyor’s responsibility to call
you from site, your representative must do this. You or your representative will be asked
to verbally agree the completed template. If you provide the surveyor with an email
address you will receive a copy of the template report.
6. Please ensure all sinks (excluding sinks purchased from us), taps and appliances i.e.
hobs, range cookers, recessed items i.e. bins, pop up power docks, plus any worktop
support legs are present on site for the surveyor to see and measure. Unpack your sink,
check it for damage and check it fits into the sink base unit. Check your tap position in
relation to the sink, wall, and window opening. Ensure there will be no clashes,
especially where tap levers move backwards as well as forwards. Please ensure Belfast /
butler sinks are fitted. Please ensure heavy undermounted sinks, (generally ceramic and
composite material sinks but not usually stainless steel) are placed in position in the sink
unit on a support shelf or support cradle (note well for granite, quartz, wood and Slab
Tech worktops, the top edge of the undermount sink should be flush with the top of the
base unit. For double thickness stainless steel you may need to rebate the top edges of
the sink carcase to achieve this.
7. For Corian worktops, the top edge of heavy composite /ceramic sinks should set 25mm
above the base unit top edge, assuming 38mm worktop thickness). Stainless steel sinks
for corian worktops should be made available complete with the packaging and paper or
cardboard cut-out template for the Surveyor to take away and return to the factory for
fixing. Please retain the waste kit and accessories in a safe place on site.
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8. Range cookers & freestanding slot in cookers should be placed in position.
Important: The workshop cannot dispatch offcuts from the sink and hob cut-outs, this is
waste material, which is destroyed during the manufacturing process.
9. If you are planning to install a waste disposal unit under your new sink, please offer the
sink into the unit to check that the waste disposal unit will fit. Please make the surveyor
aware of this during the template visit. Please ensure you prepare a support platform for
your waste disposal unit if used below an undermounted sink.
10. Please ensure you have allowed suitable access into the area where the worktops are to
be installed. The Surveyor will want to check the suitability of the access during the
template visit.
11. Please ensure all base units and tall units are fixed permanently and securely to the
walls flat and level. Base units cannot be removed after templating, so please ensure all
plumbing and electrical work is 1st fix complete. Décor end panels should be fixed in
place also, as these affect the work surface lengths. Note well: if you pack base units off
the wall you will increase the worktop material width, therefore potentially increasing
the cost of your worktops. Please ensure you have allowed for this in your calculations
at quotation stage. If you think you need 600mm wide worktops but the room seems
out of square, then we would suggest you request 650mm wide worktops to be quoted.
These can then be cut accurately to suit the template without incurring you additional
cost. For true handleless kitchen styles, please ensure the aluminium front rail is fully
fitted in it’s entirety.
12. Please remove any existing or temporary worktops, upstands sinks, taps, hobs etc in
preparation for the template. A clear uninterrupted view of the tops of the base
cabinets and the walls is critical in order for the Surveyor to carry out the template
successfully.
13. Please fix 25mm x 50mm wall battens to the rear of all double base units, at the rear of
spans greater than 600mm, and behind all expected cutouts in the worktops, i.e. behind
sinks, hobs etc. Please also remember to fix a worktop support to a tall unit where there
is an appliance underneath, an appliance must not support worktops. All worktops must
be supported at maximum 600mm spans i.e. where two appliances are located side by
side please plan for and fix in place a support panel between the two appliances.
14. If you have provisionally ordered upstands, please check that your walls are reasonably
flat and straight, as upstands cannot bend to the shape of the wall. Minor variations in
the wall finish are acceptable and will require filling with appropriate decorators filler by
you after the worktop and upstand installation.
15. If you have provisionally ordered wall cladding and/or splashbacks, please ensure all wall
units and décor panels, cooker hoods, wall sockets and switches, window boards etc. are
fixed in position permanently to enable our Surveyor to measure accurately.
16. Please ensure worktop dresser units are left uninstalled for template and installation of
worktops. Please ask your fitter to mark on the wall where the dresser units start and
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stop (including any décor panels) if you require upstand to be measured. This is
particularly critical for corian coved upstand as this is fabricated and fixed in the
workshop and cannot be easily altered on site.
17. In the event you require additional items to be templated, please notify us at least 48
hours prior to the template visit so we can pass the information on to the Surveyor.
Please confirm with the Surveyor at the start of the template visit that these items are
required to be measured. Any additional items will incur additional cost, which we will
advise you of following the template visit. Unfortunately, the Surveyor does not have
access to pricing and is therefore unable to confirm costs of additional items. Please be
aware we will also need to check stock levels of your chosen material to ensure we can
fulfil the extra requirement at the same time as the original order.
18. Finally, please take the time to consider where the worktop joints may be located .This
will be discussed in more detail with the Surveyor during the template visit. As a general
rule, granite worktops should not exceed around 2.1m with a hob or overmounted sink
cutout, and around 2.4m with a polished undermount sink cutout. Quartz worktops
around 2.3m and 2.6m respectively. Our Surveyor will also evaluate the access into the
working area as this may affect worktop maximum sizes. Please be assured the Surveyor
will do their very best to ensure joints are kept to an absolute minimum.

Examples of stainless steel undermount sink: ready for templating – do not stick down.

Example of Belfast
sink: fitted and ready
for templating.
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Examples of ceramic
undermount sinks ready for
templating – do not stick down.

Example of resin undermount
sink: ready for templating – do
not stick down.
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Example of kitchen ready for templating.
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